Philosophy, Science,
and Everyday Life
Thomas Luckmann

Ar run rxo of an illuminating analysis of the extrascientific presuppositions that went iıto the making of modern
physical science, Edwin A. Burtt wrote almost half a centuly
ago: "An adequate cosmology will only begin to be written when
an adequate philosophy of the mind has appeared. . . ."' This
was the conc]usion to which Burtt was led after a sulvey of lıistorical evidence on the formation of scientific thought during
the period from Copernicus to Newton. What j.s required for a
foundation of scientific knowledge is more than a science that
analyzes "nature" and its stluctuIe. We have such a science and
its achievements aTe well known. What is required is also more
than a science that ana-lyzes man as palt of nature. We have
such a science as this, too, and its results, considerable even
today, promise to become mole impressive in the future. But
what is required in addition is a science that aııalyzes man as
that peculiar part of nature that is not only capable of rınderstanding "natule" but also of understanding itself as part of it.
We do have sciences that are beginning to grapple with this
peculiarity of man's position in nature, but it must be conceded
üat our knowledge here is uncertain and there is much confusion about the methods appropriate to such sciences.' And,
ı. Edwin Art}ıur Burtt, The Metaphgsical Foundations of Moclerıı
PhlJsical Science (ı9a4; ıev. ed., Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, n.d.
[rssz]), p.g24.

z. Modern philosophical anthropology represents üe most significant
response to üe joint challenge to philosophical reflection offered by evolutionist biology, historicism and strucfuıalism in the social sciences, and
üe beginnings of ethology (Julian Huxley, Jakob von Uexküll, and
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finally, what is required is a philosophy that provides clear and
reliable methods of reflection on the natule of the evidence on
rvlıich these various sciences are fotınded, ancl on the nature
of the evidence on which such a plocess of reflection itself can be
firmly based. The philosophy of the mind called for by Burtt
ıııusİ therefore be more than a narıowly conceived philosophy of
science. In fact, Burtt postulates the need for a general and
cıitıcal theoly of knowledge, "critical" to be understood as an
extension of the Kantian İense of that word. Obüously, this
ıreed has not been fully met to this day, but it is my conviction
that under celtain conditions phenomenology, and especially the
ploglaııı and the achievements of Husserl's ]ast work, can
satisfy it.3

Husserl saw that modern science, having separated itself
from philosoplry, no longer provided answels to certain elemen_
tary questioni tlat men have asked at all times. He also Saw that
tlıe enıpiricist tladition in modern plrilosophy (going back to
Locke and Hunıe) and moderrı science was beginning to formulate as a problem something that to him too was a problematic
otheıs). Adolf Portmann is a biologist and ethologist as
s"ıreler's philosophical inthropology, on the
"İİ"İ..-ı(,ırİ
;;;;;;r1; nıarked by-metapiıysic:ı,1 speculation. BetteT
,,|";;il ihe E,ng]isi-ı language is Ernst Cassirer,s study

ıinolJ-c"irı"",s-work

much as a philoso_other hand, is stiil
]inown to plriloso_
of symbolic forms.

is"ctiröct]y 1inked to the theoIetical concerns

of

cu]_

İİ,İal ant}ıropology and socioloğy, but for a_number of reasons has generallv exerted inğueııce only in Ğernıan social science. The ınost impoİtaırt
ııonı'ecluctivist and nonideaiist phiiosophical connection between the prob,
biological and socioloğical theory is established in the work of
i"i".
"ı plesŞner. The relevanie of lıis thesis on the "eccentric position"
ireıiuutı,
ot ,i-,o. in natul_e and the implications of this thesis for an accorınt of the
;"ot"."l_"rtinciality" of man-as a body and as a social and historical being
are slowly being discovered outside the German cultural ınilieu despite a
lack of tiansiaiions. An English appreciation of plessner, as wel] as of
PoItmann, Buytendijk, and Kuıt Ğoldstein, can be found in Marjorie
br"r."'. abproİches İo' a Philosophical Biology (New York: Basic Books,
iso8). A bri"f but interesting Marxist critique of modern philosophical
and of the way in_ıt,hich_ s_ociologists use its resources in
"i-,tı.ropoıogy,
is pıesented-by Paul Waiton, Andrew Gemble, and Jeff
tlıeir theorİİlng,
.,philo Jophicai Anthropolo gy in Marxism." S ocial Re s e ar ch, Xxxv[
co.,ıter,
İl;.--"., rg1oj, r5g-74. Foİa kiıİd of response aıant la lettre, see Pless_
İi".;. ;»"'uÖrniİı'e İlsÖojıdlto," Social Resiarch, XXXVI (Winter, ıg69),
497-5o9.
'"'s]

fd*.rrrd Htısserl, Die Krisis der euı,opciischen Wisseııschaf ten und
die İraİszerıd"entale Phİnonıenologie (The Hague: Niihoff, ı96z); English
trans]ation by David Carr, The Crisis ,of Euro7ıean Sciences and Transcen_
pırrrorııeııology (Evanston, Ill.: Northwesteın University pıess,

irntol

ı97o; hereafter cited as Cıisis).
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consequence of the separation of science and philosophy, i.e,,
the naive self-sufficiency of science and its inability to examine
its own plesuppositions. But Husserl was convinced that this
tradition was not ladical enough in its attempt to clarify the
foundations of science, and that it would not be able to resolve
the "crisis" of modern science, its divorce from basic and mean_
ingful questions of human life.a
There is an urgent need, then, for philosophical clarification
of the human activi.ties in which cosmologies originate-including that appalently privileged and indubitable cosmology that is
associated in the popular mind with modeln physical science,
Like its mythological and theological predecessols, this scientific
variant of cosmology is self-sufficient, i.e,, it claims to provide a
satisfactory account of its own foundations. It thus evidently believes that it has already anşweled tlıe need stated by Burtt, if
indeed it is at all incliıred to adrnit the legitimacy of that need.

But it is precisely this naive, metaphysically motivated self-

sufficiency that cannot stand up to critica] philosophical examinaüon, any mole than could its mythological and theological
p[edecessors. No critica] theory of science can accept the assumption that the scientific cosmology has found the Archime_
dean point from rvhich boü an understanding of the univelse
cnıd an undelstanding of this understanding can be reached in
one single move. And, in contlast to the nonreflexiveness of the
mytho}ogical and theological cosmologieş, the modern, selfsufficient scientific co§mology has not even succeeded in providing plausible answers to the human quest for a subjectively
meaningful ].ocation of the self in the universe.u
+. "In this perspective empiricism seems to contain a tendency to the

scientjic discoveıy of üe life-woıld which is fami]iar to everyday experience and yet unkıown to science.
Here it must suffice to note
that the achievements of the mathematical sciences, and moıe genera_lly,

of all sciences comıııitted to a physicaiist approach necessarily became
ploblematic to emPiricism as it dilected its attention to the concretely ex_
perienced, historically ıelevant world which is the topic (human §ociety,
cuiture) of scientific investigation in certain scholarly tladitions in the
humanitics, The demand for a clarificatioıı of the theoretical activities

which produce the constlucts of science, a clarification in the context of
and in relation to the life-world, was evidently present in this situation,
Such a clarification was to establish the ıneaning and üe 'scope' of
scieırce" (Crisis [German ed.], p. 44g; ny tıanslation).
5. In an appraisal of Husserl's view of science, Herman Lübbe puts it
succiıctly: "In its modern form European science for the first time no
longer fulfiils its old function to pıovide marı with a reasonable grasp
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We are, of course, celtain of the productiüty of scientific
methods, and we cannot doubt that useful knowledge has accumulated in various particular sciences. And yet we remain uncertain of the basis of such knowledge, and doubts linger on as
to the extent to which scientific methods are capable of reaching
the realities of human life. To put it simply, each science taken
singly is impressive; all sciences put together make for a solry
cosmology. It is no solution at all to the problem to declare

ologies for science. It may help in the description of the theoretical activitıes that constitute söience as currently carried on. But
these contributions foım only one palt of ıts leğtimate task.
philosophy of science muJt not stop sİort of an investi.The
gation of those activities that are the basis för theory of any kind,
including scientific theory. These are the activities tüat it is nowadays fashioııable to
9u!.ırry*lr, referring to the r"U ,arrge or
human conscious activities
in the intersu"bjective and hist8rical
wor]d of everyday life. only a c]arification ot thı, universal basis
of theory_can hope to show üe significance of scientific know]ed_ge for human life and estab]isİ
legitimate place
.its_
other forms of knowledge, theoretical
oi pretheo'retical."-o"g
I(arf
popper describes clearly and simply
the
common
theoretical in'

cosmological questions meaningless and to reduce science to the
status of a cognitive technology. This merely leaves the field to
the irrational ideologies of scientism and antiscientism. It is
dangerous to tly to suppless the need for a critica] clarification
of the foundations of science and the activities in which sciences
and cosmologies originate. The philosophy of science has wider
obligations than üose to which, in recerıt times, it thought it
could limit itself as a result of the technical specialization of the
sciences and the academic compaltmentalization of philosophy.
This is not to denigrate the usefulness of the contributions
that have issued from recent philosophy of science within its
self-imposed "professional" ]imits. The reconstlucted logic of
science, as Abraham Kaplan aptly ca]ls it,6 tends to an ideali_
zatıon of the complex structure of scientific knowledge. But reconstructions may effectively influence constructions: it is the
quality of the reconstruction, not üe fact that it is reconstructed,
that is impoltant. If the reconstructed logic stands in a sensible
relation to what Kaplan calls the logic-in-use, and to what Norwood R. Hanson describes as the logic of theory-finding as opposed to the logic of theory-using,7 it can help to reveal the syntax
by which statements in the sciences aTe constlucted and aid in
the clarification of the canons by which the validity of conclu-

sions

is

evaluated. Having ovelcome

its early inclination
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terest of science and philosophy,-

There is at least one problem in which a-ll thinking men are
intelested. It is the problem of cosmology: the probİem
;;d";standing the ıaorld-including ourselıZ's, and.Zur hnoıai,edgıe,
"t
as
part of the world. All science is cosmology, I believe, o"O
rlr'-"
the interest of_philosophy as wel] u, of J"İ.rr"e lles solely
t İn-e
contribution which they have made to it.s

The,.task of the philosophy of science goes far beyond üe immediate concerns of the methodologies "ot tlr" physİcal sciences.
It consist_s in giving a convincing aöcount of tiıe re]ation of
science to theoretical acüvities in
ğeneral, and of the relation of
these activities to common sense ind everyday life. It .ırn|ıy
*ıu
not do to refer this task to an empirical disciplin.-r.,"f
J, iır"
psychology of cognition, or even the sociolocv of knowler]oef.or.frnal.adjudication. Such a procedure leats to
olJJ*ly
vicious circle.
""
_An attempt to avoid that circle involves the search for a controlled, independent perspective on both science and common
sense. Th_e question about the foundations of science,
lts pİace
among other forms of knowledge, and their common orlgtn
in
everyday life is, first of all, a question about an approııriate
method of answering questions of that kind. clearly, ,ii
*iiır"a

to

ignore the processes of concrete scientific inquiry, the philosophy
of science may contribute to the formulation of rigorous method-

and ıeasoned consciousness of his existence in the whole of being. To the
contrary, it successively dissolved this consciousness. It thereby released
man to metaphysical disorientation. rn a manner of speaking it threw
the individual subject back upon himself and his isolated certainty of
himself" ("Husserl und die euıop2iische Kise," Kant-Studien, XLIX
[ıssz-s8], zz8; my translation).
6. Abıaham Kaplan, The Conduct of InquirE (San Francisco, Ca_lif.:
Chandler, ı964).
7. Noıwood Russell Hanson, Patterns of Discoaery (Cambıidge: At
the University Press, ı958).

must be at least as leasonable and subject to control as
the

methods of scientific reasoning-but it must also be reflexive
and give an account of its own presuppositions. Much a.p""a,

_
§. Karl R. Popper, The Logic of
Books, r959), p. ı5 (italics mine).

],

Scientific Discoııerg (New York: Basic

1
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tl_e
relapse
intoconinitial vicw of the problem, oP" :"l"_"ily
üe
instead of retaining
circularity of scientific rİtionalism
This dan ger,

on the

of knowled se.
;Ç;r; ;;i,ı*1,ı,"ory juxtaposinğa
philosophyo^f
in
I think, is w}ıat Swtt n;Jİ, mind
Popper dethat
thijpoint
aİ
is
it
thc mind to a cosmolo*, *j
This

;;;,;i;ffi

of scientific discourse,
cides to remain within"ıhe universe
in a highly personal view of
stlate$c decision i, f;;,;;;*;J
a grea"t philosophical tradition:
during the last two hundred
Its ınost important representatives
Poincar6, Meyer,
yeals were K*,, W;;;,;jİ, n,lll, Peirce,_D.-uhem,
hi* ohases-Whitehead,
of
ioır, Russell. ""d-;;-İ,;;;'İ;",;;
gloup_would agree that scientific
Most of those who belong to this
;t^com*o,f-*",-,se knowledge,
g";,1h
İl,"
knowiedge', ,r. .",İİ'o?
can be more
Bıü aLL of theın air"Z-rrr"i^,tn1i scientific,hnoııledge
minel. For
fita]ics
ır"ö*ıedge
easilg stud,icd" rnor""""o"iiri"_riir" large
as it
Popper'sl,
*,it
|İtalics
it is conü,nxon,"n"|n,'o*l-eİİe

were.9

in the ca_se of Peirce and WhiteThis view seems lathel one-sided
Human KnoııLedge,a0 |f
R;;seil_of
lıead, and perhaps
"l,";İ"'h"
to K^"t, one may aglee that
definitely does not d;i;iü"j;;t*"
easily studied than commonscientific l<nowleOge can bÖ more
jusİifies a beginning, not a_1
sense ]<nowl"ag". n"t İl,at, at best,
means
the quesİion of method, By no
er-ıd, and it does not ıLsolve
scientific
that
p,",",t"d as a conclusion:
c]ocs it iustify what is
of common-sense knowledge,
,
knowledge l, 1mag,iİ;;,;püi,"
this formulation by his
make
to
İ,",'İ"j*Ja
-İol,rnl"
Pooper, l am sure,
a concention of science that

Hİffi;";İl"

against

connectiorİwith everyday klo,drvould sever it 1,om anİ s,;:İİ"
alone is sufficient p]"^:f_'l:,'
edge. His account J::j";;;;;;tion"
isomorpJıy _b"!*u.:l "::simple
of
iıe does not assumJ, ,"ırrıo,
a perfect]y legitimate
u"tort""aieln
ence and
stluctuIe of scienttıe
"o*_orr-.l*r". l"^"",lysls ot
clecision to concentr"a?"""
unjustified claim,
j,u""a
this
of
up,_by vjrtue
tific knowledg" t
as a general İh"o,y o1 l<n9,n,}e$s!^^*^ ._ r^ff^cnp.f as
strateg|
in retlospect ıs aı strategic
Husser] a]so made what appears
(New York: simon
Huy.a.n ::?!:,!!,:
?;"Jj;n;'o' Rtıssell
space to a
wİT'İ,ı_*r,icl, Russell dcvotes considerable
and

Schuster, ı948), a
r]iscussion

;;;iy,l:,?|,o,^o,-sense knowledge,
and siınilarİti"İ b"t*,"" science and
"a'",o,l'Jjİ";;İ;;;"
]le does show certain "J,,"""İio",
İs
to point out the differences,
lİrn
rn"İ"
commoD sense, but
'İ,
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decision: not to accept tle claim of modern science to be the
ultiınate form of human knowledge. In three of his major works,
one early and two belonging to a latel phase of his thouglıt,
Husserl investigated the foundations of formal logic." By the
method, fi.rst, of phenomenological psychology and later of transcendental phenomenology, he traced the origins of logical and
mathematical thinking to the activities of consciousness in what
he came to call tLıe Lebenswelt, that is, the pretheoretical and
theoretical levels of üe woıld of everyday life. But it is his last
work, the Crlsis, which initiated a new phase of philosophical reflection on science. In it he effectively demolished the "ultimacy"
pretensions of the modem scientific cosmology. For superficial
if not silly Ieasons, and often from sheer ignorance, this has been
taken as an "attack" on Science, whatever that may mean.lz It
should not be necessaIy to stIess that Husserl does not question
the validity of science-as far as it goes. The question ıemains,

of course, how far does it go? "
It is significant that in answering this question Husserl im-

ıı. Logische [Jntersuchuııgea (ı9oo; Tübingen: Niemeyer, ıg66);
Englis}ı translation by J. N. Findlay, Logical Inıestigations (New York;
Humanities, ıg7o)i FormaLe und transzendentdle Logilı (Hal.|e: Niemeyer,
r9z9); English translation by Dorion Caiıns, Fotmal and Transcendental
Logic (The Hague: Nijhoff, ıg7o); Erfahrung uııil Urteil (ı93B; zd ed,,
Hamburg: Claassen and Goverts, ıg+B); English translaüon by Spenceı
Churbhill and Karl Ameriks, Experience and ludgment (Evanston, Ill.:
Norüwestern University Pıess, ı973).
ız. §ome years ago Maurice Natanson waıned again§t the misappropriations and misıepresentations of phenomenology; "In particular, the
legend of the Lebensıııelt ]ends itself or has been made to lend itself to a
cıitique of rationalism and natural science which is, I think, not only
mistaken but inimical to phenomenology" ("The Lebensı»elt," Reaieıa of
Existential Psgclıology and Psychiatry, IV [Spring, ıg6+], ıs+). Things
have taken a turn for Üe worse in the meantime. Having first provided
general absoluüon foı mi]d ']ıumanistic" confusions, misconceptions of
phenomeııology later gave rise to some academic subcultures whose resembla-nce to phenomenological analysis is puıely incidental.
13. Aron Gurwitsch puts it conci§ely: "It is the historical signiftcance
of Husserts GaLiLeo analysis to challenge and eıen to abandon the occeptance of science as an ultiınate fact and rather to see in it a çırobleın.
Husserl is far from questioning the technica], or, moıe pıecisely, the in_
trinsic validity of science, and nothing could have been further from his
mind than dismissing it in any sense. What is in question is not science
itself, nor any particular scienti-fic theory, but the interpretation of şcience"
("Comments" on Herbert Marcuse, "On Science and Phenomenology,"
Bostolı Studies in the Philosophy of Science, Vol. II: In Honor of Philipp
Franlı, ed. Robert S. Cohen and Marx M. Wartofsky [New York: Humani_
ties Pless, ,965], p. 294; italics original).
,
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mediately confronts the problem of method. In this respect, at
least, his importance equals that of Descartes and Kant. If Husserl ini[iated a new phase in philosophy and in the philosophy of
science, it is as much by having developed a method for determining the validity of science as by having destroyed the "ultimacy" pretensions of the scientific cosmology. The elementary
phenomenological epochö, the various reductions, eidetic variation, and so on, combine in accounting or being able in principle

to account for üe presuppositions of phenomenological psychology and transcendental phenomenology-which, in tuTn,

have clarified or are capable of clarifying the constitutive structures of conscious activities upon which everyday life as well as
science is founded.'o In short, Husserl developed a method of
philosophical analysis that is rationally controlIed (and in üis
sense "scientıfi,c") and reflexive, The method permits an approach to the question "How far does science go?" that does not
end in a vicious circle.
It is perhaps mole obvious to this generation than it was to
its predecessors that this question goes far beyond the boundaries of a single academic discipline. It is a fundamental philosophicai question for modern man. In an age when sciencewhich, after all, is a human activity-is either deified or satanized, it is a]so an eminently political question. Far from being
destructive of science, Husserl's demolition of the "ultimacy"
claim of the scientific cosmology and his attempt to establish

firm foundations for science provide a sound basis for determining its human significance. One may hope, on a smaller
scale, that his efforts will a]so help to ovelcome the curious
aTlangement whereby in a prototypical philosophy department
a faithful Carnapian "covers" science while an existentialist
"takes care" of "subjective meaninğ' and a neo-quasi-neo-Marxist

r4. I know of no ıesum6 of the methods of phenomenological analysis
that could adequately substitute for the study of Husserl's work. Dorion
Caiıns's systematic pıesentation of Husserl, which served as a source of
instruction to a genelation of students, has not yet found its way into
pıint, Discussions of Husserl in the work of Alfred Schutz, Aron Gur-

witsch, and other ffrst-geneIation phenomenologists wele rarely expository.
Among üe numerous brief introductions, one that is particularly cleaı and
useful is Maurice Natanson's "Phenomenology: A Viewing," iıhis Litera,
ture, Philosoçıhg, and the Social Sciences (The Hague: Nijhotr, r96z); see
also Herbeıt Spiegelberg, "The Essentials of Phenomenological Method," in
The Phenomenological Moaement: A Historical Introduction, zd ed. (The

Hague: Nijhoff, rg6s), II, 655-7oı.
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proclaims the political and social irrelevance of what his colleagues are doing.

Tllr

CosııaoLoGIcAL Pana»rcrvı IN SocIAL ScrnNcB

Boru trıB GENERAL rRoBLEM, i.e., the cosmological
validity of science, and the question about the propel way to approach this problem are particularly urgent when "cosmology"
is taken to refer not only to a systematic explication of the physical universe, brıt also to a theoretical accorınt of the social world.
Tlre reasons why the problems of validity and method should be
especially crucial when the reality of human activities is involved are obvious, at least in a general way. They have been
taken up under different headings in what is by now a voluminous
literature.l5 Neverthe].ess they will bear some discussion from
the point of view I am taking here.
To begin with, one should register profound rvonder that
anyone should ever have wanted to exc]ude the social world
from the theoretical conceln of cosmology. The world of man
zuas included in mythological and theological cosmologies, as a
matter of course and as a mattel of overwhelming interest, during most of the histoly of human thought. This changed in
Western thinking after Galileo. Since his time, some philosophers
and scientists have excluded the reality of human activities from
cosmology. It is my contention that they do so for reasons (perhaps I should say motives) that are not subjected to rigorous and
critica] reflection. Other philosophers and scientists ale once
more including the social world in the scientific cosmology. I
contend that they do so for Teasons that are just as naive as those
of the othel $oup. I may be putting things too sweepingly and
dramatically, and I shall have to be more cautious presently.
One thing that can be maintained with confidence, for the moment, is that the distinction between a "physical universe" and
other domains of reality, e.g., a "sociaI world," is derived fronı
the metaphysical presuppositions that went into the making of
ı5. Two examples of the literature I have in mind here are the hrındreds of books and, probably, thousands of articles on historicism and on
the so-called value freedom of social science. For a good o.ı,ewiew of the

latter, see Hans Albert and Ernst Topitsch, eds., Werturteilsfreiheit
(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, r97r ).
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the modern scientific cosnıology. This distinction muşt therefore
not be exempt from critical examination. The division of reality
into a physiÖal world and a world of human affairs occurred as
part of a global pTocess of 'tationalization." It was a milestone in

the depersonalization of mythologicai views of the world,

pIocess described by Max Weber as Entzauberung.

a

This division of reality stands at the end of concatenated

theological, philosophical, and scientific traditions, and at the
beginning of a historical movement of thought that led to the
situation characterized by Husserl as the "crisis" of modern
science. The motives for this division had their soulce in the
theological cosmology of the Midd]e Ages. To say that man attains a divine level of knowledge by virtue of mathematics was
not merely a façon de parler for Galileo. Nor did his opponents
underestimate the possibilities inherent in his view. In a universe
whose reality is guaranteed by its mathematical structure, man
as well as God becomes problematic in a way that was entilely
alien to the older cosmologies, however much they may have
differed among themselves in other respects. In the new vision of
reality maıı requires ad hoc explanations just as much as God.
The ontological and epistemological sources (to the extent
that it is possible to isolate these more technically philosophical
components from the general cultural background) that fed into
the stream of the new cosmology can be traced to shifting patterns of influence of opposing philosophical traditions; in Galileo,
Platonism won ovel Aristotelianism.lu However, reference to the
coınplex origins of these perspectives tells only part of the stoly;
the other palt consists of the unique blending of these pelspectives into a new vision of the universe. This new vision became
clear with Copernicus, who postulated the mathematical stluctrıre of the universe. Against the opposition of traditional empiricist philosophy, this postulate was transformed into an article
of belief which is taken for granted in the modern cosmology.
it did not become entirely immune from critical examination,
but philosophical questioning generally proceeded along the innocuous line that the postulate should, perhaps, not be given an
ontological but "merely" an epistemological interpretation.
Tfre cosmological plausibility of this view was decisively
16. Alexandre Koyr6, "Galileo and Plato," in Roots of Scienüfic
Thought, ed. Philip Wiener and Aaron No]and (New York: Basic Books,

rssz), pP. İ47-75.
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strengthened when it was combined with Ga]ileo's
doctrine of
primary and secondary qualities, and sti]] later,
with N"*t*ır"
mechanics. Galileo's idei of primary and secondary
q"lii;". ı.
expressed in his famous statement fhat ..Who"r",
*"rltr-io ,]ra
a book, must know the_language in which that
book is wriİt"r.
Nature is a book and the
in which it is written are
"i"r"u.t"r.
triangles, circles and squares.''
'7 It can be prr"prrrrr"J- l"r,
elegantly as fol]ows: Only the primary qualities^can
İu urpr"rrua
exactly, i.e., mathematicitly; thu ruai, 6nju.tiu",
ru."L1""."rir,y
colşls§ of prim_ary qualities; only what can be;"pr;;;;;;"is truly, objectively, absolutely real. Thİs is not much
i"1i"rl+I
()I
a Syiloglsm and it probably was nevel formulated
in quite
that manner. It is an^example of what C.
s. P;İr;";;rü;"Tr.
abductive reasoning.18 Accoidıng to Peirce,
abduction ıs i rorof ı:easoning whic}iguide,
and
is also an important itrategy-"rrŞ
"o*rir-."rsein procedures
of iheory-finding
i"ı*"",-i"
ilı,
particular instance abductive ,"".orrirg on igrand
scale seems
to have been involved in the historicil constluction
of a cos-

mology.

_Jhe _Cop_ernican postulate of the mathematica], structure of
reality, the Galilean docTine of primary nra
.""o.rJr.y q";ıiii"r,
and the notions of causality genöraily aisociated,"ltı.
ıv.*torri*
mechanics (Newton's own itıong sirain of prudent
;;p;ri;i.c_ombined to plroduce a new view of
reaıity
:,l':lİliT*_Tg]_
wnose pelsuasiveness was probably based as
much on its extraolappeal aİ on lts continuous popular verifica_
$1ltı
[lon ,n :_eslhetic
the successes oJ applied science and techhojogy.
As is the
nature of systematically articulated views of the
*oiia, iır"-.o.T?lory wa_s-expansionistic within science and imperiaiir,i"
side of it. New areas that we e to be investigat.ö
"rr,.ı.run."iıy
were subordinated to the new cosmology.'' At ihe
,"rrr.-'ı-u, iir"
17. Quoted in Gurwitsch, '.Comments,'' p. joo (see
Galileo Galilei. İl
Saggiatore [Florence: Edizione Nazionağ rÖÖsj, Vl,
rsrj."'-ıB. C. S. Peirce used the terms.lrypotlrJsİİİ; -;ffi;;;","
and.tetro_
duction" to describe the-_process of abductlve i-easonıng.
See his Collecteit
Papers, B Vols., Vots. I-VI, ed. Charles İara;;"
bridge, Mass. : Harvard University Pres;;;;;;:;;] and Paul Weiss (Cam;;;İ;İl;'ıı, ;;;tÖ,
V, ırz-3ı; and VI,3ıı-3z. Foı
rİİ"İ"t"":"tlonal phenomenon,
see Richard Grathoff. Th.e Structure
"da""tlo"
or Sİ"İİl İ"İo"ilrİ"İİİ", İffi;İİİ;,
Nijhofl,__rgzo), especially pp. 40-75.
"The
19,
conviction that soonei or later all science is mechanics
dies
hard: foı three centuries science n", rc"" ao*ı".ted
by notions of İnertia,
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cosmology was not restricted to formulations of '1aws" and "hypotheses" about restricted dimensions of the universe. The
notions of domains of reality 'o and levels of explanation " belong
to a later period in which philosophers and scientists had already
begun to confront the "crisis" of the scientific cosmology. But
as long as üe auogant doctrine of primary and secondary
qualities prevailed, the ontologically and epistemologically modest conception of domains or leveis had no chance to emelge.
In contradistinction to o]der cosmologies, the expansionism
of the new scienüfic cosmology was checked, at first, by the
problem of fitting man into its scheme. The conception of man
was moIe resistant to change than was the conception of the
universe. As long as man was cut from the patteln of the old
cosmology, he could not be fitted into the tight clothes of the new.
Descartes did not hesitate to deliver the human body (and the
poor beasties ) to the icy winds blowing in the new universe. But
not, alas, the human soul."
For some time the cosmological situation was thus charac-

telized by uncertainty, inconsistency, and incipient implausibility. What was haditionally, and plausibly, connected as part
of one comprehensive reality was split asunder. Radically different styles of thought which were completely incompatible with
one anothel wele prescribed for the knowledge of man ( and
God) and for the knowledge of the rest of the universe. This split

impact and resultant velocities. This has affected our understanding of
causation" (Hanson, Patterns of Discoıerg, p.6s).
zo. Making use of suggestions from various sources, especially from
William James, George Herbert Mead, and Husserl, A-lfred Schutz de-

veloped a theory of "domains" as "finite provinces of meaning," i.e., based
on a characteristic experiential and cognitive style. See his "On Multiple
Real.ities," in Collected Papers, Vol. I: ?he Problenı of Social Realitg, ed.
Maurice Natanson (The Hague: Nijhotr, ı96z), pp. 2o7-5g.
zr. The notion of ]evels of explanation wab, of course, one of the central issues in the long debate on "reductionism" in science, especially after
its revival in Neurath's program of "unified science." I may refer here to

two sensible discussions in the Syırılıosium oıı Sociological Theorg, ed.
Llewellyn Gıoss (Evanston, Ill., and White Plains, N.Y.: Row, Peterson,
rg59): Abraham Edel, "The Concept of Levels in Social Theory," pp. ı67_

95, and Heıbert Hochberg, "Axiomatic Systems, Formahzation and Scientific Theory," pp. 407-36.
zz. A very special act is required to account for üe human soul: "I
had described after üis the rational soul and shown that it could not be
in any way derived from the power of matter, like the other things of
which I had spoken, but that it'must be expressly created" (Ren6 Des_
cartes, Discozrse on l|4ethod, trans. Elizabeth S. Haldaııe and G. R, T.
Ross [Cambridge: At the University Press, ı9gı], I, rı7-ıB).
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had been plepared for a long time. Judaism, a majoT step in the
Entzauberıtng of. the mythological universe, had already singied
out man, the member of the elect ffibe, as standing in a special
compact with God.'3 But the Thomistic leconci]iation of Christianity with Greek philosophy successfully lefitted man into the
over-all Scheme of creation. Meanwhile, beneath the official
docffines the world view of the folk tradition had always retained
the essential stluctule of the old mythologies. The separation of
man from the universe in the newly emerging cosmology, on
the other hand, gave rise to a metaphysical disorientation that
within a centuly or two had repercussions in the culture of a]l
social classes.

In order to cope with this cosmological inconsistency,

at-

tempts were begun to justify the expulsion of Adam from the
new cosmology or to IeCaSt the conception of man so that he
would fit into it smoothly. The attempts carry the trade-mark of
abductive leasoning; they are neitheT inferences nor deductions
but leaps from familiar premises to an unknown order of things
that is made comprehensible by assimilation to the premises.
Such movements aıe not entirely unlike leaps of faith. It is
therefore not surprising that two contradictory ways of resolving this cosmological inconsistency emelged in the course of
time.

One solution luns as follows (if I may be a]lowed to letlace
the abductive steps in a less than complimentaly faslrion): Man

is part of nature; nature consists of primary qualities; man is
reducible to primary qualities; there is no world of human affairs
for which scientific understanding is not possible, in principle,
through a leduction to the mathematical manifold of space and
time (here the Newtonian conception of causality is occasionally
thrown in for good measure ). The leap to the other solution takes
off from the other foot: Man is not reducible to primary qualities; the special origin of his sou]-or the uniqueness of his
expeIience-cannot be mathematized; man is not part of reality
in the sense in which nature is real (this is one of the sources
of the Cartesian difficulty); therefoıe there can be no science of
man (except of course undel the wholly subordinate aspect of
man as a "machine").
These "conclusions," still generally unexamined, ale at the
z3. See Max Weber, Ancient Judaisnı., trans. and ed. H. Gerth and
D. Martindale (Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press, r95z).
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surveyor in Alaska. To the avelage social scienüst the idea of a
specialized history of social science appears stranger than did
the need for a professional history of physical science to the ordinary physicist of pre-Sartonian days; he sees himself as the
practitioner of a science that is in its infancy. Social science as
we know it today (and as it knows itself ) is a child of Modernity
writ large. It traces its descent into the nineteenth, perhaps as
far back as the late eighteenth century. Beyond that begins the
prehistory of social ]ore and isolated philosophical speculation.
And still further back are üe Dark Ages of utter ignolance concerning human conduct.
I do not intend to examine here all the reasons for this peculiar partial amnesia. Nor do I want to plead for the inclusion of
Thucydides in the training progTams of social scienLists. Appeals
do not revive dead traditions. The contempolary historian of
ideas and the future historian of social science need not be told
their business, and the thoughtful social scientist knows more
or less clearly that he is carried on "the shoulders of a giant." My
reminder here has a different pulpose, I want to smess an important consequence of the modernity-image that prevails in
social science today. In sharp contrast to physical scientists,

of social science, It
heart of the methodological controversies
aıe the social
lrardlv needs to be addeı that these controversies
I shall
science.
modern
of
crisıs
;;#J.,;;;;;; ;i ü" ;;nelaı
phenome.lrİ'",,r.r" directly the'wider topic of to what extent
theoretical activities in the
ili"ş,;; "ürryi"J,iı," "iig"J aofphilosophical
found_ation.for
;;rürLf |r"ryary Ü", p,o,1"d"s
one impoTtaıt
at
closely
lbok
ıll science. I shall turn İnstead toelement_aIy-problem:|.,o:i,i
ııart of the wider q,""io,, the
the historicaı
ffi;; _.,n"a"i"gi. il;p; I have aıready,shbwn
the
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,,""""urily
rclativity-which does "J'
which
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the
of
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tl,"
follow

.li;';";

overstating'-y Ö"" by :,y",g.that Copern]ls,
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'ry'to
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İ1"l,
-^--rl."
jn
past qualter-cen,
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technical
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the
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social scientists find that they cannot look backward to an
autonomous tradition of philosophica] reflection on their entelprise, The most plomising candidates to membership in such a
tradition, Vico, for example, are sweepingly disqualified as mere
speculative "metaphysicians." The philosophy of science until
very recently, was a philosophy of physical science. The methodology of social science is a child of Galilean phgsical science.'4
In this perspective it makes littie difference whether the child is
abjectly docile or wildly rebellious, or, to change the metaphor,
whether man is thrown out of the modern scientific cosmology

science reaches

"
explain, Td] !1*1l,,
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or locked into it.

z4. I am using the term "Gali_lean science" in the sense employed by
Husseı] in Crisis. It corresponds apploximately to what I have referred to
as the new cosmology or the Copernican-Galilean-Newtonian view of the
woıld. Gurwitsch puts it as follows: "Husserl, when he speaks of Galileo,
does not mean the historical ffgure of that name who lived at a certain
time, any more than by Galilean science he means the scientific work
actua]ly done by that historical figure. Rather Ga-li-lean science denotes the
science inaugurated by Galileo, The name is used as a symbol for the
historical development of modern science fıom, ıoughly speaking, 1600 to
I7oo, that is, the constitution of classical physics and even beyond"
("Comments," p, 2g2).

"İ*"o*n""Hüan
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Tııı

"Cnısrs" oF Socrar, Scrnxcn

Mosr socrı.L scIENTIsTs and almost all those philosophers who like to instruct social scientists on their business persist to this day in allowing the Copernican-Galilean-Newtonian
view of the world to impose upon them the basic perspective in
which they look on themselves and on the goals of theil theoretical activities. They continue to take for granted the assumptions that the univerİe is deceptive yet fully knor,vable; that the
appealances given to prescientifi,c man, an inferior "subjective"
species easily befuddled by secondary qualities, hide a stluctule
of "objective" primary qualities; and that discovery of this ultimate reality depends on the supleme and autonomous form of
knowledge, (numerical) mathematics. Despite Hume and others,
they cling to an appaTently ineradicable push-and-pull notion of
causality to explain how it all hangs together.'s Revolutionary
elements of seventeenth-century philosophy and science, abductively transformed into an eighteenth-century cosmology, almost
routinely ftansmitted to the nineteenth century as a paradigm
of physical science, thus form the unexamined background of
methodological reflection in social science well into the second
half of the twentieth century.
The same paradigm, however, gave rise to elementaly
ınethodological positions in social science whiclı seem to their
adherents to be iıreconcilably opposed, It should be recalled that
the early phases of the new cosmology wele characterized by an
elementary inconsistency which stimulated abductive reasonin g
along two main lines (as summarized above), depending on

whether the inconsistency was to be eiiminated or legitimated.
The fundamenta] methodological contlovelsy in social science

is at best a continuation and at worst a petlification of
efforts.

these

One side of the contloveTsy makes the 'tıig leap forward."
Man is subordinated to the newly found principles. He canrıot
be merely a bundle of secondary qualities, he has to be part of
nature. And because "natule" is the mathematical manifold
z5. For a discussion of this important aspect of the problem, see
Maıio Liıs, Foundations of Social Deterıninism, trans. George Reed (Rio
de Janeiro: Liwaria Freitas Bastos, rg59).

replesenting the primary qualities of true reality, the hunt for
the primary qualities of human existence is on. The Cartesian
reseİvation on the human soul is given up and an intrinsically
consistent man-machine solution replaces it. Through analogy
with astronomy and mechanics, a plausible interpretation of
anatomical and even physiological findings appeals possible.
But while the solution appears logical, the application of the logic
to the study of human affairs leads to results whose absurdity is
not diminished by the fact that they form part of the routine
background of our thinking as social scientists. The hope that,
by discovery of primary qualities to wlrich measulable values can
be attached, social science will finally become "exact" (a word
with powerful emotional appeal for Neo-Pythagorean lomantics)
waxes etemal. No matter how sophisticated the technica] discussion of the logic and the logistics of science, the guiding vision
of social science on this side of the methodological coı)tlovelsy
is of a closed mechanical universe whose objective qualities are
numerical.26

Failure of the vision has resulted in two varieties of frustration. The inabitity to determine the primary qualities of man as
a social, political, and historical being by transforming him into
a walking inventory of instincts or drives, into a homo econoıni,,
cus, homo sociolo gicııs, game-stTate gist, personality stıbsystem of
an action system, and the like, inspires reculrent movements of
cosmological reductionism. If the "soul" will not play by these
particular ru]es, out with it! The man-machine lvill play by them,
and therefore it is invited into the part vacated by the "soul." The
man-machine becomes a symbol of hope to those proponents of
ıeductionism who must tly to secure unlimited extensions oI'
credit for their pIogTam. The other variety of frustration is that
of the sensitive souls who, after an early training in some selfconsciously "scientifi.c" discipline, develop ideological guilt feelings or aesthetic phobias about the language of cybernetics,
e6. "The physical sciences have domirıated applied mathematics foı
so long that many scientists and matlıeınaticiaııs have mistakenly assumed that non-divergence is necessary before prediction is pııssible. Consequently the physical sciences have been called the 'exact sciences,'while
the bioldgical-and social sciences have been mistakenly labelled th9 'ilıexact sciances"' (E. C. Zeeman, "The Geomefry of Catastrophe" ["Thinking by Numbers," no. ı3], Times Literara Supplenıent lDecember ro,

ıszı],

pp. 1556-57).
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Nevertheless, logical enıpiricism selves to designate the modern
philosophical center of the one side of the watershed. In science,
it combines with various philosophically more or less purified
versions of "positivism." It is not necessarilg reductionist, but it
often is; it is not necessarily behaviorist, but again it often is.
Meanwhile, the sources on the other side of the watershed
can be characterized, in a general way, as Neo-Platonistic and
idealistic. Among its more extleme adherents the Hegelian
heritage is obvious. Roughly speaking, one may consider the
historicists, Dilthey, most Neo-Kantian philosophers, e. g. Rickert,
idealistic phenomenologists, and the "picture-book' variety of
phenomenologists as belonging here. Winch's interpretation of
Wittgenstein," as well as so-called "critical sociology" in Germany and some Neo-Marxists (claiming to go back to the "early"
Marx of the Frühschiften) in oüer countries have their methodological origins on this side of the divide. Seen thıough Neo-

Kantian and idealistic interpretations Max Weber can also be

placed here. But these interpletations miss his heroic effort to
tunnel through the range to the other side, Despite the incon_
sistencies in his methodological rhetoric, Weber seems to me to
have passed more successfully than any other major social
scientist the Scylla and Charybdis of the cosmological paradigm
in social science.'n

In

sum

ı

the search for a mathesis uniıersalis of human

affairs was-and is-abandoned by both sides, One side stopped
looking because it thought it had found it already, and was content to ]et the conclete problems and the recalcitrant 'Tacts" of
the social sciences look out for themselves. The other side
never stalted looking because it was convinced there was nothing
to find. Both sides thus contributed to the social science variant
of the crisis of modern science.
The crisis is not to be confused with the 'teactionary" and
"revolutionary" attacks on the limited but, within this limitation,
necessaIy and legitimate autonomy of science. Nor is it simply
a mattel of romantic impatience with the also limited but legitimate rationality of science. Attacks and cavils of this kind are
zB. The Idea of a Social Science (New York: Humanities Press, ı965).
zg. For an interesting recent critical appreciation of Weber that does
not try to make him over into a positivist oı phenomenologist, see W. G.
Runciman, A Citiqııe of MaxWeber's Philosophg of Social Science (Cambridge: At the Univelsity Press, ı97z),
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not new, and despite their present vociferousness they are probably less dangerous today than earlier in the century when tlrey
were associated with powerful totalitalian political forces. The
crisis of social science is not caused by its technological implications, despite the recurrent fear, recently reacting to Skinnerian chimeras, that social science is about to find the key to
the total manipulation of the human mind. Nor is it a crisis of
substantive theory or of research procedures, if these terms are
understood narrowly. The logical and logistic problems of the
organization of ideas arising in social science, as in any similarly
complex social institution concemed with the acquisition and
transmission of knowledge, are so noImal that they hardly deselve to be called "crises," though it is true that the ideological,

technological, theoretical, and procedural problems connected
with social science appear more serious at the present time than
ever before.'o In part this impression may be attributed to the
well-known generation effect: evely genei-ation views the state
of the world with more profo,ı:nd concern than did the previous
one. In part, however, these contemporaıy alarms are genuine
symptoms of the "crisis" of social science in the sense in which i
am using it, i.e., in strict analogy to Husserl's application of the
teım to Galilean physical science.
The fundamental function of theory is to suggest meaningful solutions to basic problems of everyday life, to help men
in their orientation to the universe. One would hope that science
would do this mole successfully than its cosmological predecessors. In order to perform this function, however, theory must
first give a meaningful account of the concelns of everyday life.
Description and explanation are inextricably interwoven.
Furthermore, scientific theoly is distinguished from the mythological and theological accounts from which historically it
emerged (and which vestigially sulvive in it) 3'by its degree of
explicit systematization and formalization of knowledge and by
its commitment to a teachable and public method for the acquisition of knowledge. The method is to be rational and
empirical (both words subject to varying interpretations but each
3o,

A thoughtful discussion, by a physical scientist, of sonıe of üe

recent Doomsday prognostications about science can be found in Haıvey

Brooks, "Can Science Survive

in

the Modern Age?," Science, CLXXIV

(October r, ı97ı), zr-3o.
3r. See Ernst Topitsch, "Mythische Modelle in der Erkennbıislehıe,"
Stuilium Generale, XVIII, no. 6 (ıs6s), 4oc-4ı8,
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roughly having a common core-meaning). The empirical acquisition of knowledge, its rational interpretations, and its public
transmission are to be controlled by a community of investigators, to borrow an apt Peircean reformulation of the old concept
of the republic of scholars. Communication within this community, however, and just as importantly, with tlre larger community of noninvestigators, is founded in some presumably
determinable but inevitably cilcular manner on the intersubjectivity of ordinary experience. In short: scientific theory is
description as wel] as explanation; communication in science
Iests on communication in everyday life.
This circularity (science-ordinary experience-science) has
an important consequence for sociaI science, The subject matteı
of social science, the sociohistorical reality of everyday life, is
not only a problem in the sense in which "physical nature" as a
universe of "objects" is a problem to science, but a problem of
epistemological reflexivity as well, According to Husser], tlre
crisis of science resulted from the alienalion of the idea]ized and
formalized products of theoretical activlty, of "1ogic" and
"nıathematics" reifi.ed as structural principles of nature, from
tlreir sources in the Lebensıııelt. I submit that because of the
peculiar reflexivity of social science, its estlangement from its
soulces is a biggeı threat to its elementary theoIetical functioır
than the iilegitimate reifications in physical science are to iüs
cosmological purpose. In social science it is not only the
products of theoretical activities that are uncritically reified;
under the prevailing cosmological paradigm the producers themselves are in constant danger of reificalion.
It is of coulse not eı"ıough merely to speak of "alienation"
and "crisis" in a general way. I hope I have succeeded in a more
specific diagnosis by tlacing the present symptoms in the methodology of social science to an underlying cause. The cosmological paradigm of Gali]ean science was imposed, for a nunıber
of leasons, on social science and on the philosophy of social
science, and kept them in a state of double naivet6. 3'In the first
place, the soulces of science in the theoretical activities of
idealization and mathematization, and the foundation of tlıese
3z. In Crisis Husserl distinguishes the naivet6 of Galilean science and
logic from the naivet6 of the nahıral attitude of everyday life. See also
Cartesian Meditations, trans. Dorion Caiıns (The Hague: Nijhoff, ı96o),
especially pp. I52-53.
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activities in the praxis of everyday life, were suppressed. This
is a form of blindness which social science shares with physical
science. Social science not only veTy plopelly took over the
logical form of reasoning (the historic achievement of the combination of empiricism with rationa]ism) from physical science;
it a]so very iınproperly pretends to the same (illegitimate)
elıistenıological autonomy of scientific knowiedge (which is its
historical hubris), The second aspect of naivet6 is the exclusive
ploperty of socia] science. It is a blindness concelning the natule
of the subject mattel of social science. It consists in a metaphysical elirnination of reflexivity.
I am reasonably confident that the diagnosis is correct. It
r,vould be tempting to stop here, because I must confess that I
am much less confident of the cure than of the diagnosis.
Nevertheless, having come üis far in the identification of the
problem, I should like to tly to suggest the dilection in which I
think the solution is to be found. in pointing to it I shall use as
signposts certain important suggestions in Husserl's Crisis'3
3e. The ıeader beware! I am not giving a faithful rendering of Husserl'ş work in toto. I think that the extrapolaüon of the suggestions which
I aın takiırg ınainly from Crisis can be jusüfied. But Husserl probably

rvould not accept üese extrapolations as being ,,^,ithin the frame of
transcendental phenomenology. In Crisis there aıe passages which suggest
a train of thought with which my proposal is incompatible, at least on the
surface. See, e.g.: "For üe realm of souls üere is in principle no such
ontology, no science corresponding to the physica_listic-maüematical ideal,
although psychic being is investigatable in transcendental universality, in
a fuliy systematic way, and in principle in essentiaı generality in üe form
of an a pnori science" (Cnsis, p. z65 [italics mine]); "for an objectivity
after the fashion of natural science is downright absurd when applied to
the soul, to subjectivity, whether as individual subjectivity, individua-l person, and individual life or as communally historical subjectivity, as social
subiectivity in üe broadest sense" (p.ssz).Much depends on wlıat one
means bv "after the fashion of natural science." If it refers to Galilean

science,'d'accord. But

a

"science"

a priori, a

rranscendental eidetic

phenomenology is not the only alternative. Cf. Husserl's own statement:
"[Corrected] experience-either as communal experience and reciprocal
corıection or as one's own peısonal expeıience and self-correction-does
not change the relativity of experience; even as communal experience it is
reiative, İnd thus all descriptive assertions are necessarily relative, and
all conceivable inferences, deductive or inductive, are relative" (p. ss6).

An "open," ernpirical, science whose "objects" are "ıelative" and

"de_

scriptive" statements sbould be just as legitimate as a science whose "objects" are 1numerically) mathematized qualities. For an interesting
discussion of ambiguities in Husserl's notion of Lebensııelt and correlative
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and in theopus of Schutz..'Again I shall
leave aside the general
problem of the crisis of scien"ce, to whose
solution Husserl devoted his last work, and concentrate instead
o" th;;;th;;;]ö
cal consequences of the second aspect ot
tt.
naıvet. of social
science mentioned above.
that the crisis of social science, to the ex. .I.Jr"rgit suggested
is
separable
from the general
i""j.ll,t
oi sci"""",'*'l"
inability to come to telms
"rısis
i;s peculiar
_with
flexivity. The underground waterc İt th" "plrt"-r]oJ"J ,.CJlİİ.* ?:;;"gy
continue to feed the rivers on both sides
of tır" ,,utı."a"i**"
wa|ersh3d, the
important difference being that .o*" .flo*
_only
east and the others
w:sj.
epistemological"reflexivit' ;İth"
enterprise is either wishedThe
.away b"carrJ lt i, botherstme, or
e]se
frightens the practitioneis
back into a mythologi;ai or
_it
theological mode of. thought. The result is thai
;;1;;;"r?;l",
produced a mathğsis uniuersalis appropriate
to human affairs.
i suggest that a so]ution to the ciısil of social ;i;;;";;h'
be found if the search were taken up
agaln. I maintain that a
mathğsis uniuers(ılis of the social iofrd
has
ploglamınati-ga]ly established in what, roughly "o' "r., il."r,
,p."ı.ı"g,-ı, ii"
positivist tladition. I also maintain, howevei
ıüat'the *3ilol;$cal goal of a mathğsis uniııersalis must i""ı;;;1;;;;;;;1'
on a'l its levels; the Human Exclusion Act
is just .,
tional,in science as it is in philosophy. The unity
"""""rtıi"of ,"ıur."
ao.,
no, pIesuppose a reductionİst metapİıysics.
I am
I hope I have shown the reasons'roİ
"o""l".lJ, "ra
conviction,

that the
-y
goal of a mathesis uniıersalis for human
affairs cannot be
,j1:,h"d by simple an3logy to the ideal of mathematizr;;;
;"
Galilean cosmolo_gy. This ideai is too closely tied
to ,
conception of what is "objective" and "empİrical.'' ""-"r*l
A mathesis
uniaersal:is appropriate to ihe social world
*lıı ır"r"-to b;-""ıy
independent of Galilean cosmology. It will
have to be-b;;
on the premise of the.epistemologilal reflexiüty
of a."l."* or
human conduct. A science that d"escribes and
iı,e coi""pı"ırr*
ı,
his_view
of
(a
priori)
science of the Lebensııelt, see
$Pığriti.,
Natanson, "The LebensweZt,''_an
especİally pp. lg":gr.
34, See especiallv "Common-sen.ö 'r"a "s"iö"fific Interpretation
of
Hu m an A ction." C oll i c te d",P ap e r s, ı, j-.a7, |;
ğori"-.p t
Theory Form ation
in the Social Sciences,'' iai,İ., pp.
"rrd
İİI").Prr".ro-enotogy
and the
{Sİd,
Social Science s :' ibi d".. rp. r, e-ıb. His
;;rk-;;n.ut"i"r- r"
tribution to the philosoiiıicat fo;;d;$o, ;;;;;İ
science. ".şJ"#i ";;-
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structions of social reality must be able to develop a program of
formalization ( and a theory of measurement) that is appropriate
to the constitutive stluctules of everyday life.3'
The diagnosis of an ilbıess is not its cule, nol is the naming
of a medicine that is not yet on the market. I am aware of that.
Yet I think that these two steps are important, at least for redirecting attention from symptoms to causes.
The existence of a crisis in social science is not generally
perceived, unless one considers as instances of such perception
the utilitarian dissatisfactions with its lack of predictive efficiency on the palt of "plactical men of research and business" or
the amusiıg conceit of bourgeois sociologists that bourgeois
sociology is doomed. Among social scientists the "crisis" in the
sense in which I am using the term is only half seen on one
side of the methodological Big Divide, and then denied with
almost as much conviction as on the other side. This failure of
observation of course does not strengthen my case, but it does
not necessarily weaken it. If the diagnosis is correct, both sides
have good reason to ignore the existence of a crisis common to
both sides. It is more flattering to assume that it is not social
science but the opposing side that is in critical condition. The
epistemological, theoretical, procedural, and ideological difficulties that undeniably exist in social science can then be
attributed to the senility of an established church or to the wlongheadedness of a newly emerging sect.
The controversies among various schoo]s of thought do
concern genuine issues of substantive theory, investigative
technique, and occasionally also of methodology. But because
every indication of the critical condition of the patient is at_
tributed to a serious but ]ocalized infection (structuralfunctiona]ism, stTucturalisme, neopositivism, "critical theory,"
transformational grammal, componential analysis, symbolic interactionism, statistical historiography, games and simulation
theoIy, econometrics, ethnomethodology, etc. ), the scattered
symptoms ale not recogrıized as forming part of a syndrome
which has a sing).e cause.
35. This, I take it, is the wider aim of Aaron Cicoure|'s Method and
Measurement in Sociologg (New York: Free Pıess, ı964). At üis stage of

methodological discussion his book admittedly and understandably has a
progıammatic flavor. Cicouıelıs detai]ed cıitique of Üe unreflected use of
(numerical) mathematics in various research procedures is particu]arly
valuable.
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already indicated that in my view the solutioır to
in the formulation of a matlıEsis
uniaersalis appropriate to human affairs. Because of the illustrious history of the concept of mathlsis uniuersalis the statement of the ploglam in the abstract makes it appear even bolder
than it is. I shall come back to what I see as iİs main promise
and its most serious difficulties; I hope that taking the program
at_]east one step beyond its plesent begree of abitractness"wi]l
help prevent unnecessary misunderstandings. But first it should
be_ recognized that the need for such a program is not
widely
feit, which is not surprising. Empirical ttieoğ and research are
only possible on a foundation of things taken for granted. It is
impossible to make evelything problematic at the s-ame time. In
addition, the reluctance of the practitioners to ma]<e their methodological naivet6 a topic for reflection is not only understandable, it is a secondary indication of üe crisis we have been
discussing, But the intrascientific difficulties of methodological
,difficommunication have a parallel in the intraphilosophıcal
culties of communication about social sciince (and socia]
reality)-not to speak of the traditional difficulty of commuırication between philosophers and social scientists. fhere are several
Ieasons why the crisis of social science is not perceived in
various philosophical traditions; and I expect thai these traclitions will find the progTam of a mathğsis uniaersaiis for social
reality eiüer absurd or superfluous for highly divergent leasons.
I would not be surprised if logical eınpiricists and positivists
of various persuasions should forget their differences -and agree
on the absurdity of the goal I have advanced. Is not the maİhematization of nature including, of course, social reality already
achieved in principle? why should üere be an intrinsiö relation
between the algorithms of theoretical operations, i.e., the generalized syntax of science, and the interpretations of the alg"orithnıs
with respect to particular domaiırs, i.e., the s"maİ.tics of
specialized sciences? The Gali]ean paradigm suggests obvious
answels to these questions. The need for taking into account the
epistemological reflexivity of social science will be denied. As
for the implied_question about the "conditions of the possibility"
(to apply the Kantian expression) of social science,-that is jn
impermissibly idealist and transcendentalist quely. The history,
psychology, and sociology of science including, of course, sociİl
science, and of philosophy including, of course, the philosophy
the crisis of social science ]ies
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progTams to ovelcome it.'I)he leason here is simple: they do not
see social science. A foımulation of Maclntyle's is so apt and
amusing that I may borrow it despite the difference jJr contexti
"The second major head on which üe symposiasts seem to agree
is their refusal to allow that the natural sciences have as yet

of the conditions
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THr pnocnaM oF a mathcsis uniıersalis for social real_
ity is stated provocatively-on pulpose. It shou]d be made clear
at the beginning, however, that the aims of the program are
weaker as well as strongel üan the two terms mathğsis uniaersaks may suggest separately and jointly. The aims of the
proposal, stated one y/ay, are to institute a search for possibilities
of formalization that are genuinely independent of the Galilean
cosmological paradigm. Stated in another way, the aims are to
generate some principles for the construction of a metalanguage
into w}rich the observationai languages of the various social
sciences cou]d be translated with a controlled decrease of historical specificity and without loss of the intrinsic significance of
observational statements. "Formalization" and "metalangua ge"
describe the goals of the program but they do not specify them
exactly; I am using the terms in a sense that is not identical with
their common employment in technical discourse. Before clarifying my use of these terms, howevel, I want to anticipate an
even like]ier misunderstanding by stating explicitly that the proposal does not imply a revival of notions concerning a separate
"logic" of social science.
Kant's critique of the "transcendenf' use of concepts provided a transcendental foundation of knowledge in the activities
of lruman consciousness. In its historical context, however,
Kant's critical theory of knowledge can be seen as an attempt
to purify the epistemology of physical science of the powerful
traces of Galilean cosınology. After Kant-and Hume, who woke
Kant from his "dogııatic slumber"-the merger of rationalism
and empiricism from which was fashioned the hard core of
:B. Woife Mays and S. C. Brown, eds., Linguistic Analysis and Pheııomeııologg (London and Basingstoke: Macmillaıı, rgzz), p. 4s.
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modern science was obliged to meet higher standards of epistemological sophistication. The influence of Kant on Peirce may
selve as an illustration of this point.
The attempts to provide a philosophically adequate foundation for social science, however, generally sti]l took a Galilean
view of physical science, and that well into the first half of the
twentieth century. It was this view that was either adopted uncrİtically or rejected completely. Up to the generation of Rickert,
Dilthey, and Weber-and in some qualters for a generation beyond them-the conviction prevailed on both slopes of the
methodological Big Divide that in social science one had to opt
for the Galilean model or against it. Tertiuın non datur! Those
who rightly decided that the model offered neither theoretical
nor technical and procedural solutions to the problems they were
facing therefore searched for a special form of logic which would
permit generalized interpretations of unique, value-oriented
human actions and the equally unique products of human action
as, for example, aTt. This search led into one of the major deadend streets in the philosophy of social science. As far as I can
judge, no plausible algument was advanced that justified a
radical distinction between a general logic of explanation in
socia]. science on the one hand and in physical science on the
othel.3g That such alguments were tenaciously beiieved may be
gg. The question of a special logical form of social science was Iecently revived by Kar0-Otto Apel (see especially "Szientistik, Herneneutik,
Ideologiekritik," Man andWorld, I [rs68],37-63; and "Wittgenstein und
das Problem des hermeneutischen Verstehens," in Zeitschrift für Theologie
und Kirche, LXIII, no. ı [ıg66], 4,s-8z) and Jürgen Habermas (see his
two major studies on this problem, "Zur Logik deı Sozialwissenschaften,"
inPhilosophische Rundschcızı, special publication 6 [Tübingen: ı96z], and

Knoııledge and Human Interests, trans. Jeremy J. Shapiro [Boston:
Beacon Press, ı97z]; and, among his articles, especially "Der Universa-

litAtsanspruch der Hermeneutik," Hermeneuti|ı und Dialeküh, ed. Rüdiger
Bubner, Konrad Crameı, and Reineı Wiehl lTübingen: Mohr (Siebeck),
I97o], pp. 73-I03, in which he defines his agreeınents and disagıeements
with the ceDtral figure of hermeneutic philosophy, H. G. Gadamer). ApeI
and Habermas offer a polemical interpretation of physical science and of
what tiıey consider its official philosophy, positivism. They subject the
foundations of the Galilean cosmology to legitimate criticism but present
theiı discussion, at least by implication, as a general analysis of physicai
science and its philosophical foundations. No doubt they are right in pointing out the serious shortcomings of "positivist" methodology in social
science. To a global view of a reductionist physical science, based on a
manipulative and operationalist theory of measurement, they oppose, in
the end, a discipline of hermeneutic interpretation of cultural configurations of meaning. Their perspective is not entiıely dissimilar to that of
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paTtly attlibutable to the fact that the refutations of Such ploposals wele genelally of a Tathel simple-minded Galilean variety
and sometimes absurdly reductionistic.

But with Dilthey and even more so vııith Weber tlre fi.rst
signs announcing a shift in orientation appear. The question
of a special logical form of the social and historical sciences receded into the background. Weber himself clearly recognized it
as a pseudo-problem and in his rebuttal of Stammler's "refutation of materialistic history" insisted on the generality of the
'1ogic" of explanation in science.oo Slowly there emerged another
question, in various formulations, in which words as heterogeneous as "meaning," "intention," "purpose," "motivationa]
nexus," "rationality of goals and ends," "semiotic context," "signoriented behavior," "noıms," and 'Toles" appeared as key telms,
With Dilthey's ploglam of a general descriptive historicai psyWittgenstein as described by Winch. Habermas sometimes comes close to
the notion of a protosociology (analogous to the pıotophysics of Lorenzen)
but shies aıvay from it, mainly, I think, because lıe finds it difficult to coılceive of a theory of measurement appropliate to sociohistolical Ieality.

Boü Apel and Habermas

take the methodological leap into language as the

tlanscendental "condition of possibility" of intersubjectivity, of knowledge, and of science, and, at the same time, as the ultimate expılicans and
e4ıIicandum of social and historical reality. This leep is motivated in part
by theiı seıious concern with what I have called the epistenıological reflexivity of socia] science: communication itself shows a "first-order"
reflexivity. I agree that the "professional" philosophy of scieııce cannot
serve as a substitute for a critical theory of knowledge. But I do not find
their solutions plausible. Habermas, for example, suggests at one point a
liırguistic-psychoanalytic "metapsychology" (Knoıuledge and Hııınanı Inteı.esüs), and at anoüer point a "theory of conımunicative competence" as
the frame of hermeneutic interpretaüon ("Der UniveIsalitetsanspıuch der
Hermeneutik"). These suggestions have recently been taken up elsewlıere
(see, for example, Johannes Fabian, "Language, History and Anthropology," lournal for the Philosophg of the Social Sciences,I [ıgzr], 19-47). I
cannot aglee that üe epistemological reflexivity of social science erltails a
ıadical dichotomy between socia] and physical science-]et alone a
dichotomy based on differences in "logical fotm." The insistence of Apel
and Habermas on the radical difference between the two kinds of science
has other than purely methodological motives. It derives from a number
of premises on Üe nature of "nature" as against "history." It is also connected with the curious assumption that physical science is founded on a
technological, essentially capitalist praxis, whereas "critical" social science
is to become a historical praxis of emancipation.
4o. Max Weber, Gesaınmelte Aufstjtze zıır Wissenschaftslehre ("Iibingen: Mohr [Siebeckl, ıgzz), pp. 29I-359. Incidentally, this essay should
be reread by all those social scientists who have been hypnotized by the
Iecent upsurge of discussion in English and American philosophy on the
meaning of "following a rule."
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chology and Weber's systematic combination of the "interpretation" of human action with "causal" explanation, the new
question began to replace the search for special logical forms as
a central issue in philosophical reff.ection on social science. The
quesüon is how the "field" of social science is to be identified
and how the constituent elements in the'field" are to be recognized and defined. Kaplan puts it quite simply: "Behavioral
science is occupied with what people do, but the 'what'is subject
to two very different kinds of specification." o' It is a mistake to
bypass answering the question by pointing to some higher

Iationality presumably at work in forming the tradition- and
context-bound but appalently decisionist definitions of problems
by scienlists in a given discipline, or even wolse to refer it, by
default of a critical philosophy of science, to the academic
division of labor. It is also a mistake to trivialize the question
about the identification of constituent elements oI "units" by
referring it exclusively to the levei of specific investigative
techniques, such as participant observation, coding, and the

like.'
The answer to this question should bring out whatever it
is that distinguishes social science from physical science and
ıvhateveı is common to the various social sciences. It is definitely
not a matter of logical form. The logic of social science is the
logic of science-if vaıious rather general modes of explanation
caıı indeed be given üis designation because of their common
origin in human logic as an idealized form of theoretical activity
and because of their common cosmological purpose. There are,
lrowever, more specific styles of explanaüon which are deter-

4ı. Kaplan,

Coızduct of Inquiry, p. ss8. Kaplan introduces here the
useful terminological distinction between act and action. To say that social
science is interested in the explanatiorr of actions does not imply that in
their explanatory franıes data from ecology, ethology, neurophysiology,
and so on, are not to be used in a ful] causal analysis of a given problem.
It does, however, state a level of interest, and withdraws credit from
nıetaphysical reductionism. For an interesting attempt to work back to
that level of explanation from positions influenced by some forms of reductionism, see George A. Miller, Eugene Galantel, and Karl H. Pribram,
Plans and the Structure of Behaıior (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, ı96o).
4z. This seems to be the tendency of Hans Albert in his highly intelesting and highly polemical "I{ermeneutik und Realwissenschait," Mannheimer s ozialzais s ens chaf tliche Studien, III ( ı gl ı ), qz-qz
.
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logicai form
matteI with which a discip]ine

by means of which the domain is explained,
"
count for the difference between social and
'h;;"plryJl.rİ rJ"""".
It should not be, but it plobably is, necessaly
.
to add that this
does not mean that the_ dornain ('and its
science) is to be considered autonomous within the over-a]l paradigm
"causal. explanation." a3 It certainly
"r "".*"ı"gi"rı
doe's not Imply
tııat nuilan
action is the onlv thiıig of interesl with respect
to man or, for
that matter, thai an account of human action
need not take in
data from other exnlanatory frames which,
ıro*.u.r, ,;;;;"
subordinated to the'expıanaiion ot action,
what it does mean is
that thele is an autonomous theoretical interest
in a level of
explanation that is irreducibly that of human
action. The identification of the domain of social science is determined
by the

human intelest i"
understanding of il;;";;;;;'#"
intelest is theoreticalüh-"
but prescientific] the theoretical ınterest,
in turn, originates in the piaxis of everyday life,
This i";u;;;;;,
cosmological, entirely legiiimate, ana ineradicatle.
the trı;;;cal interests of social science must represent this
ırrtur""i-ir-trr"
logical form of science.
The identification of the domain and of its constituent
elea mattel of several ]evels of ,""İyrir"ı"
,
r:T.':],1i::^T.]"'I
-unrtaly" science, in Üe sense
that different aspects of phe_

43. See Weber, Zur _llişs9_ns.9haftslehre, especially pp,
322-34 aTfi,
f.; cf. a]so Geoffrev Madell, ..Action
Crİ.aı r'-pİ;;rİ;;;'rİü4r;İ
LXXVI (r967), ıq-ql,
""a
5og
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nomena may be deducted and placed in a "deductive system." g
It is that, but in a way which is trivial in the present context:
the domain does happen to be the domain which is the foundation for the production of cosmologies of science and of

opelational-instrumentalist decisions on levels of analysis. No
doubt the domain, and the production of cosmologies, and the
decisions on ]evels of analysis, can be and should be made objects of empirical analysis. But even the most sophisticated
sociology of knowledge is an insufficient answel to the problem
of epistemological reflexivity in social science (we are back with
Münchhausen, an utterly self-re[ant but not entirely piausible
gentleman).
An alternative and less problematically circular, because
methodologically connolled, reflexive account of the constitution
of the domain and its elementary structures is provided by the
phenomenology of the Lebenswelt, The radical leturn to the
immediate evidence of conscious experience provides an evidentia] staIting point unavailable in common sense and scientifrc
theory. The method of reduction permits controlled reflexiveness
on the presuppositions of the method, of the evidence, and of
their communication to oüers. The circle, as Husserl fully
recognized, remains. But it is not viciously naive,
The program for a mathğsis uniııersalis of sociai reaiity is a
proposal for a phenomenology of the universal structures of
everyday life; it is to serve a methodological puTpose in social
science by supplying a matrix for the empirical analyses provided by the disciplines that deal with and "explain" the concrete historical sftuctules of everyday life. The matrix is not
"theoly," i.e., it has no direct connection to the logic of explanation. Nor is it merely a regional taxonomy based on classificatory
decisions. It is founded on a rigorous method that uncovers and
clarifies invariant stluctules of the conscious activities in which
human action is constituted.
qq. Cf.üis quotation from Morris R. Cohen and Ernest Nagel: "It follows tbat there i,s apluralitg of systems, each of which may be explored in
isolation from the others. Such a pluıality of systems may, indeed, constitute a set of subsystems of a single, comprehensive system, but we have
no evidence for such a state of affairs. In any case, it is not necessary to
know üis comprehensive system in order to explore adequately any one
of the many less inclusive systems" (An Introduction to Logic and Scientifi,c Method, [New York: Harcourt, Brace, ı934], pp. ı+o_+ı). See also
Haıson, Patterns of Discoıery, pp. I34 f.

It is now easy to see why it is somewhat inexact to describe
the program of a mathesis uniaersaJis for social reality as a
Ploposal for formalization applopriate to human affairs. Formalization generally lefels to the establishment of systems of symbols and of lules governing üe combination of symbols. When I
speak of formalization in the plesent context I am not thinking
of the general logic of the rules that goverrı the combinations of
symbols. I am not thinking of a general logistics of operations
on statements about social Teality as distinct from a logistics of
operations on statements about Some other kind of leality. Just
as I see no reason to accept the claims in favor of a special logical
form in social science, I cannot easily conceive of a need for (or
indeed the possibility of ) a special algorithm for üe universe of
human action. It may very well be that there are serious difficulties in üe "recasting of verbal theories as causal models," o5 and
that the specific mathematical operations performed on statements about sociaI reality within some explanatoly paradigm
leave a large residue of dissatisfaction. This is surely due in some
measule to the inappropriateness of the specific operations. But
I suspect üat in Iarge measure such dissatisfaction can be traced
eventually to unsatisfactory solutions to üe problems of identifying the 'field" and defining the "units" in the field. I suspect, in
other words, that the dissatisfaction stems from a frustration of
the theoretical interest in the level of human action and its objectivations, not from a failure of üe mathematics involved.no
45. Hubert M. Blalock, Jt., Theory Construction (Engleıvood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, ı969), p. z7.
46. "Maüematical techniques can often be applied to good effect even

when the known facts have to be somewhat distolted to feed tlıem into
the maüematical machinery. But in the case of current algebraic glammal
the amount of distoıtion, while not great, conceals just the ınost irnportant
fact about natural human languages: the fact that they are (technically
speaking) 'ill-defined' §ystems, like table-manners or football oI goveınments, rather than 'well-defined' systems like logic or mathematics." Thı-rs
Charles F. Hockett, disowning, as gracefully as only a scho}ar of lıis
statule could, substantial parts of his own essay "Language, Mathematics

and Linguistics" (Current Trends

in Lingııistics, Vol. III:

Theoı,etical

Foundations, ed. Thomas A. Sebeok [The Hague: Mouton, ı966]) in an
author's pr6cis of the essay published in Curı,ent Anthropologg, lX (Apri1June, ı968), ızB. Presumably all "natural systems" are i]l defined, more
or less, It is of course üe "more or ]ess" which offeıs ıooııı for fuıther
debate on what it is that is being defined. It will hardly do, ]ıowever, to
object to Hockett that "to the extent that natural language is an 'ill-deffned'
sy§tem, it is not language" (Eugene Verstraelen in a comment, ibid,., p.
I49 ).
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And that leaves us again with the problem of the conslitution of
social reality in huınan action. The formalization of "the rules of
the gaıne" plesents no intrinsic difficulty-fol any palticulaI
game in "natuTe" or "social reality." The difficulty arises from the
fact that in society everybody is piaying many games at the same
time, and that the rules define the players, and üe players define
the rules.a7

Furthermore, the proposal fot a matlzesis uniıersalis ap-

propriate to social reality has no diı"ect bearing on the question
of quaırtification in social science. In principle, counting noses
and performing operations on numerical items are methodologically rather harmless; taken in isolation, the practice is no more
dangerous in social science than anywhere else. But it does become methodologically explosive because it is tied to the identification of the units in the field. It has to be decided ııhat is to be
counted. indirectly, then, the problem of quantification, like the
problem of forma]ization, is connected with the probiem of the
constitution of the domain and the level of explanation that is
pertinent to a given explanatory interest.
I am led to suggest tlrat what appeals as a triad of the
simplest theoretical activities : identification ( observation )-counting-classification, is anything but that. A burning methodological

issue centers around the implicit theory of measurement in
social science. This issue is most acute in disciplines with a
general explanatory aim, such as sociology and social anthropology, whiclr tly to account for all the games, 1ess acute
in disciplines with a relatively restricted region of investigation,
such as linguistics, and least acute in disciplines with a sharply
defined explanatory interest, such as economics. But in all social

ql.
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The point is nıade by Ernest Gellner: "The constraints, the'rules'
ıuithiıı ıulıich social lif e is played out, are themselaes a consequence of the
game.
A 'structııra_l' account of a society is an account of how this
coınes to be: how the game itself generates and sustains the Limits within
which it is played. This is the really crucial fact about sociological method.
This rnanner of fornıulating it shows why the task is so much harder than
that of a chess analyst, who has no need to explain just why the players
ıvill not krıock over the board, why the rook will not move diagonally, and
so forth" ("Our Currcnt Sense of History," European Journal of Sociologg,
XlI, no. z |ıglı1, r7o; italics original). Gellner maintains, incidentally,
that language is less complex than "society," an assertion which makes
sense in one way but seems debatable in another. The complexity is not
simply a function of the "natural system" out there but also of the ("itl"-)
d,efinition of the systenı and its elements. It is insİnıctive to compaIe
Gellner on laırguage ıvitlı Hockett on football (see n. 46),

sçience disciplines tlre üeory of measurement caııies the imprint of the Ga]ilean cosmblogy.€ A methodo]ogically legitimated
decision on what is to be counted is generally-avoided.-In other
woıds, the researcher unwittingly adopts individual or official,
bureaucratic, common-sense taxonomies. such decisions do not
produce data whose comparability is warranted. A-l1 too readily
the problem is glossed over by post hoc technical ..vaüdation''
and submerged in displays of numerical mathematics whose
items originated in "coding decisions." o' The fact that we all do
it caınot defend us against the accusation of methodological

narvet6.

_ No Galilean primary qualities having been discovered in
human conduct, assortments of secondary
ğuahties are measured
as ,_f they directly represented primary oneJ. The consequence of
social science naivet6 concerning its epistemological r"flexivıty
is, on the most prudishly hidden level of '.operİtionalized'' research procedure, measuTement by fiat.'o cicourel describes the
problem as follows:
If the 'tules" governing_ the use of language to describe objects
arıd events in everyday üfe and in sociological discourse
,rrc]ear,_then üe assignrnent of numera]s or numbers to the "re
propeI-

ties oJ objects and events according to some reJ.atively con'gııient
set of rules will also reflect a lack of clarity.61
1

should p"._9l/ add that

th_e

rules_governing the use of language
some necessaıy d-egrÖe

in everyday life are typically unclear in

to ordinary speakers. cicourel's statement should not"be irisconstrued as implying that the clarity of the rules governing the
.- - 48. It is !,ardly surprising to come across statements such as these:
"The
terms of classical Newtonian theory are, like üose of social ,"i";;;,

all concepts referring to what can be-observed. The relativelv ,İ-"ı"
s_üucture of such_a__powerful üeory_has, to put it moderately, not'yet be^en
leplgıed to its fullest advantage. by social scienüsts" (May Bioate"ı.,
]]Sq9şlr, Meaning, and Theories," in Gıoss, Sgmposiıım, p.'4oı); and,

'Talking aiout the meaning of people's movementİ does n6t ."gg"İt ürt
the way of ascertaining its pıesence is not the same as the wav"6f as*rtaining_üe mea_ning_of .anything else" (Quentiıı Gibson, rlıİ loglİ-İf
Social Enquiry [New Yoık: Humanities Press, 196o], p. sz).
49. For an excellent dişcussion of this and of reıated problems, see

Cicourel, Method and, Measııreınezt, especially chap. ı.
5o. The term was us.9$ by Warren-Torg"rson İTheory and, Method of
Scaling, [New York: Wiley,'ıss8], p. zı)_ and İaken İp
".itl"rİly-ty
Cicouıel (Method and, Measurement, pp, ız f .).
5ı. Method and Measurement, p. İ5.
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use of language to describe objects and events in sociology ptesupposes the clarity of the rules governing the orclinary use of
langua€e. Ru]es and "rules" in hls statement aTe not strictly
equivalent.r
Hochberg defines formalization as the replacement of descriptive signs in an axiomatic system by m-ere mar]<s.u. The
proposal of a mathğsis uniııersalis for social reality is thus not a
proposal for full forma]ization but merely for parİlal fqlmalization. The "descriptive signs" ale statemert. o, human}onduct
in ordinary language or, if one wishes to become technichl about
it, in an observational language in which the statements d actors
are refoımulated in one translation step and linlçed to statements
of (actor-) obseıvers.'n These ale to 6e ..represented,''-not by
mere marks, e.g., geometrical figures, buf by statements on
elementary structures of human conduct. It must be added immediately that the specifi,c form of attentiveness to the ordinary
language of the actors that characterizes some traditions in social
science such as, for example, some symbolic interactionists and
ethnomethodologists in sociology, ethnoscientists, "cognitive"
anthlopologists, etc,, in social anthropology, and ethnographers
of communication and componential analysts in anthroğoldgıcal
linguistics, does not pIesuppose an established matrix oi rrIr"rsal, invariant structules of everyday ]ife which rigorous phenomenological analysis should yield. Nor does such attdnfveness
suffi.ce in and by itself to generate such a matrix-but such
tladitions find direct meüodological justification in this matrix.
This does not mean üat other traditions are to be excommunicated by some new methodology, but their research procedures
can be shown to be more naive than absolutely necesİary in the
_ 5z. Cİ. Weber, Zur Wiss_enschaftslehre,. especially pp. 3zz_45, in
which he introduced a regional German card-gamÖ rSlcaİl 't,j .oİlal
İİ""."
literature. Cf. also Gellner's class-game and"his discussion of chomsÜs
notion o_f .'tules" in language (Gellner, '.Sense of History'').
53. 'Axiomatic Systems," p. 427,
interpretation
_ 54. Even Felix Kaufmann's we]l-known phrase, "every'nr-eıy',-d;;;f
oJ social facts presupposes a fundamental inierprefatıo",
the underlying physical fact as a social fact" do^es not speci{y adequate)y
the comp_lex con_stitution of "social facts" and of tlıe rec'ognid""
facts (Methodologg of the Social Sciences |ıg44; zd, ;d., N.;"İ,""ı"i
i;;k
Humanities Press,_ ı958], p. ı66). For an interJsting
tvpltlrtion of social reali_ry_based on an original synthesis """or.,t'of
peiice,
of
iüiılT"James, schutz, and Gurwitsch, see Grathoff, Structure of Social lncoıısistencies, chaps.4 and 5. See also Kaplan, Condııct o1 lnqİirlt, pp.;İ. "
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matter of operational definitions of the field and its units. Moreovel, to the extent that unit-identification procedures, paltia}
formalization of units, theoretical explanation, and meüodological reflection on the entjre theoretical enterprise are empirically
connected, this naivet6 does have repercussions,
The proposal of a ınathğsis uniuersqlis for social reality is
thus a proposal for formalization only in a loose sense of that
term. In fact, it is a proposal for a mathEsis uniaersal:is in a restricted metaphorical sense. Its basic aim can be stated as the
formalization of a matriı< of elementary and universal structules
of human conduct. In a way that is open to debate, the proposal
takes up Husserl's notion of a science of the Lebeııswelt and reformulates it as a proposal for a phenomenological foundation
for the methodoiogy of social science, inasmuch as that methodology cannot avoid being concerned with the peculiar problem
of the structure of the domain that is undeniably constituted in

human action.
The motive for and the foundation of the progranl ale one:

as soon as we considel that the life-world does have, in all its relative features, a geneTcıl structur,e. This geneıal stıucture, to
whiclr everything that exists relatively is bound, is not itself relative. We can attend to it in its generality and, with sufficient care,
fix it once and for all in a way equally accessible to a]l. As lifeworld the world has, even prior to science, the "same" structules
that the objective sciences presuppose in their subsffuction of a
world which exists "in itself" and is determined through "truths

in themselves" (this substruction being taken for granted due to
the tradition of centuries); these are the same structures that
they presuppose as a prioıi structules. , , ,55

The phenomenology of the Lebensıuelt is not to be taken as
a substitute empirical method, as a kind of teutonically glorified
subjectivistic social psychology or a cousin of analytic phiiosophy in Continental masquerade clarifying the concepts of ordinary and scientific language.'6 The descriptive phenomenology
of the Lebenswelt is ultimately based on the phenomenological
method of radical reduction and attention to the experience of
intentional acts in originary evidence. It is tlrus philosophically
55. Husserl, Crzsis, p. ı39 (itaücs origiııal).
56. For a critique of such misconceptions see Maurice Natanson,
"Phenomenology as a Rigorous Science," International Philosophical
Quarterlg, VII (March, ı967), 5-zo.
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lcgitimated by a critically reflexive account of the knowledge of
experience. In other woıds, the descriptive phenomenology of
the natural attitude in everyday }ife has its methodological
foundation in phenomenology as a tlanscendental critique of
knowledge. For this leason it satisfi.es the need for a "philosophy
of the mind" described by Burtt. It can offer the guarantee of
continuous epistemological reflexivity, which is an essential
condition of the philosoplrical foundation of social science.
Yet I believe that it is legitimate to suggest a more specific
function for tlre descriptive phenomenology of the invariant
stluctules of the world of everyday life: that is, to provide the
general matrix, appropriate to the level of human action, for
stateıTtents on huııaır conduct articulated in historical vernaculars. Such a nlatlix offers a satisfactory solution to a fundamental problenr of social science, the problem of the comparability
of historical data. And, obviously, all the data of social science
are historical.
To put it more precisely:
ı. The data of social science ale preinterpreted.5? Interpre-

tation of experience (and action) is a constitulive element of the data; rve do not have 'taıı," data to which
are added common-sense interpretations which are to
be discarded by means of some "purifying instrument," if
only we could find oıre (this is the old cosmologyl).'8
z. Intetpıetations are rnade in, and bound to, ordinary historical languages. The data of social science are therefore
from the outset irrevocably paIt of historical worlds of
everyday life: tlrey are constituted in human action and
experience as histoıicaliy specific contexts of significance
and motivation.
The universal structures of everyday life could serve as a
matrix for such data, as a kind of metalanguage for the histolical
languages in which data oır human action ]nust necessarily be
presented.

Such a matrix must meet two requirements. It would have to

57. In scveral rnetlıodological wıiüngs Schutz clarified the complex
interdependence of the interpretation§ and Preinterpletations that constitute the data of social science.

58. In vierı, of misunderstandings (which shall charitably remain

anorıymous) I hasten to add that Schutz never suggested that explanations
iı social science must reproduce coıilTıon-sense explanations.
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meet the criterion of subjective adequacy in the sense in which
weber introduced the teim. The "translations" of the statements
(but not necessarily of their theoretical explanations) from the
historical. languages into the metalanguage or, mole appıopriately, the protolanguage, would have to be plausible in pİinciple if not in immecliate fact to the speakers-acİors who produced
the statements. The matrix would also have to be based on
genuinely universal structules of the world of everyday üfe. It
is not zufficient to genelalize some apparently elementary features of a given common-sense view of man and society, lrrls
procedure cannot substitute for the phenomenological epochc,
as witness the etlrnocentlic "picture-book phenomenology'' of
the twenties and, I might add, of the sixtieİ as well.
. The protolanguage consisting of the strict phenomenologica1 account of the universal stluctules of the world of everydİy
life would thus represent a formalization (in the sense th;t İt
would not be another ordinary historical language) of statements
on human conduct articulated in ordinary lanğuages. The proposal is neutral with respect to the probl|m of loğcal form of
explan-ation and of theory constructİon, except trıat lt is motivated by and subordinated to the cosmologiCal intelest in the
explanation of human action. At the same tiırıe, the proposal is
intimately tied to a denrand for a theory of measurement in
social science. Measuıement of human actions and their objecüvations must be based on a two-level account; of the invariant
structures uırderlying typifications of social reality (and thus
co-constituting social reality), and of the invariant structules
underlying linguistic arüiculation of historically variant concTete
typifications of human action in human exper:ience,
This program for the solution of a centrat problem of the
methodology of social science is still just that; a pr.oglam.
Nevertheless, some important
_prerequisites for accoıipllihıng
the aims of the plogıam have been met. Husserl hlmsjlt, Gur)witsch, Schutz, and some other phenomenologists have been
fi_lling in the_ oveı-all contouls of the Lebenswelt originally
s]<etched out by Husserl. Still, much work remains to bğ don"e
there. As for the
lpecific use of descriptive phenomenology in
methodological reflection, this essay is a teniative step ın ihat
ürection. Aııd finally, as for the replacement of the İmplicitly
Ga]jlean theory of measurement in social science by an tpistemologically reflexive one, woık on this task has begun in various
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movements in social science that are close to oI even claim de-

scent from phenomenology (symbolic interactionism, ethnomethodology, ethnoscience, and others), as wel1 as in other
quaİte$ that have no paıtİcular inclination to look for philosophical foundations in phenomenology, as in the increasingly rewarding work on universals in language by linguists of various
theoretical persuasions, anthropological linguists working on
ethnographies of speaking, and others who would perhaps dislike
to be labelled but whom I would call "structtıralists" sensitive to

epistemolo gical reflexivity.

A synthesis of these varied efforts in phenomenology and
in the various approaches in the several disciplines will require
more than an addition of individual results. It will require
continual reflection on the soulces and consequences of
epistemological reflexivity in social reality and social science..n
Without such reflection the relevance of science in general and
social science in particular can be assumed but not explicated.
And inability to explicate its re]evance is a symptom of crisis.
Posrscnrpr oN THE Crncr,n
ALas, IHERE ARE No ABSoLUTE cERTAINTrns and üere
ale no definitive resolutions of fundamental "crises." It is good to

_

59, I refer here only to üe contribution to tlıe theory of measurement.

It is not my purpose to evaluate in detail the merits of the various approaches.in producing accurate and relevant descriptions, although I mİy
§ay_that in my_opinion some of the best work in thİs regard is beİng donb
in üe approaches that pay attention to the "indexicaln (to borroıİ Garfinkel's expıession) features of communication. Nor am I proposing to
a_sses_s the Tespective_contributions of these approaches to-th6ory, -and
theıeby to üe cosmological purpose of science.- I would merely İike to
offer my opigjon that some of üese approaches are lapsing inİo a new

empiricism. This empiricism differs signifrcantly from the old "positivistic''
empiricism in its descriptive sophistication, but its Iomantic self-sufficiencv
makes its more extreme veısions almost as much of a threat to the coj_
mological purpose of science as it§ "po§itivistic" opposite number. The
most cogent p_resentation of a point of view on sociology Üat is based on
concerns similar to mine but whose conclusions are diametrically opposed
to üe one I have presented here can be found in Harvey Sacks. .rso;i;]osi
cal Description," Berheleg lournal of Sociologg, VIII (ıg6s), ı_16. Tf,e
-frlnges

Lebenswelt-romanticism that can be observed on the
of eth_
nomeüodology and symbolic interactionism is generally absent from the
converging developments in social anthıopology ancl ethnolinguistics.
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have friends who point out the facts of lifel60 My argument
which contained as an important step in its chain of reasoning
a critique of a historical process of cosmological abduction relies in its proposal for a solution to the crisis in social science on
abductive premises. I maintain that the circle in which I have
become entangled is inevitable but not vicious. I suggest that it
offers clarification for a scientific-cosmological enterprise. It does
not resign itself to the inner circle of viciousness that characterizes the thinking of the modern descendants of the scientistic
theory of knowledge. It is only fair, hor,vever, to let the reader
judge whether the outer circle is not as tighğ closed as the
inner.
The physical and social sciences are engaged in a common
cosmological enterprise. The enterprise follows certain general
rules whose stTuctule is analyzed in the logic of science and
whose origin can be Teconstlucted ]ıistorically. On that level it
can be decided whether the sciences have the structure of
hypothetico-deductive systems, whether notions of verification
should be replaced by the concept of corroboration, whether or
not over-all paradigms change in a revolutionary fashion, and
so on.
These theoretical activities presuppose still more general
activities of the mind. The idealized rules for these activities
can be "operationalized" in a logistic system and traced back to
their origins in everyday activities. In radical philosophical re_
flection following a precise rule of evidence (transcendental
reduction, i.e., attending to phenomena as they "present" themselves), the structures of theoretical and pretheoretical activities are clarified and traced back to their foundation in active
and passive syntheses of consciousness. This is a process of
expJication that staıts with and Ieturns to the most direct
evidence available: inspection of immediate experience. The
analysis points at all levels of the foundational structure of experience to its embeddedness in the Lebenszaelt, the world of
everyday life.
The descriptive phenomenology of everyday life which is
ultimately founded on this radical method describes the universal structures of subjective orientation and action: lived space,
lived time, the elementary stluctule of face-to-fa,ce situations,
6o. This particular fact was pointed out by Hansfried Kellner,
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the levels of anonymity, the biographical-historical subscript to

all experience, tlre ]ived intersubjectivity of comrnunication in

everyday life, and so on. To the most gene al discoveries of the

"geology"

of the Lebensıuelt these "geographic" analyses of

a

descriptive phenomenology thus add some basic surface contouls.

But now one discovers "correlates" of these descriptions
in the descriptive results of 'haive" eıııpirical sciences and, in_
deed, of aesthetically filtered con]mon-sense observation. That
discovery is an invitation to embrace the pretheoretica] im-

mediacy of the Lebeıısıuelt or to join the traditional cosmological enterprise of "narve" science. There is no ıeason to decline the
invitation, individually, as long as the differences in cognitive
style, method, universe of discourse, and purpose ale not extinguished.
And here another round starts. Theory in all sciences involved in the cosmological enterprise takes a number of things
for granted r,v]ıich become probiematic upon reflection:
r. The unity of experience arnong men in different societies
throughout the course of history. Philosophically speakiııg, this refers to the problem of whether "mankind," a

"transcendental ego," an "empirical species," or whatevel, is the transcendental subject of knowledge.
z. The givenness and the possibility of communication. Philosophically speaking, this refers to the problem of. the
m, atlı e sis uniı e r s alis .
Social science Iests upon an additional presupposition: that
tlre ordinary, cu}turally and historically highly variab].e commonsense definitions of reality are "objective" data (sales, suicides,
fathers, presidents, and so on). Philosophically speaking, üis is
the problem of the epistemological reflexivity of social science
and of the human coırstituLiorı of the domain under investigation.
With this problem we ale back with the Lebenswelü as the
foundation of science, and as the foundation of the field of social
science. And we start with reflection on the presuppositions of a
particular historical enterprise, science, in which ouI elementary
cosmological interest is historically invested. The method of reflection must be 'tational" and must be based on immediate
evidence. And that is rvhere we canre in.
T]re solution to the epistemological reflexivity of social reality
and social science which I proposed is not a definitive solution at
all. It starts a plocess of reflectiorı, howevel, in which the quest

for certainty about "starting points"-to be found in a radical
philosophical method-is abductively joined to the cosmological
interest in understa"9hg üe universe of which we ale prrĞ-to
be satisfied, mole or less plausibly, more or less effectifely, and
perhaps Jess naively, by science.

